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Synthesis 

Four blocks:

I. Analysing food systems

II. Food systems in practice: the role of actors

III. Planning for (inclusive) food systems

IV. Monitoring and evaluating Food Systems



I. Analysing Food Systems

● Analysis to serve agenda setting, prioritization and programming.

● Provides a comprehensive, overall picture, a holistic view.

● Framework(s) can be used as a tool to visualise. 

● Enhanced understanding of
○ cause-effects relations
○ drivers (socio-economic, environmental)
○ outcomes (food security, socio-economic, environmental) 
○ feedback loops
○ vulnerabilities and resilience mechanisms 
○ leverage points for systemic change

■ at different levels (community, national, international)
■ in other sectors (beyond your sphere of influence)



II. The role of actors

An actor perspective is needed as part of the food systems approach. 

Various ways to looking at actors:

● Value chain perspective (farmer, processor, trader, retail, consumer)

● ‘Diamond’ actors (citizens, business, government, knowledge) 

● Socio-economic position, gender, age, geography, health status, nutritional status

● Power dynamics & vulnerability or resilience to hunger and malnutrition

“Consumers perceive local chicken as more 
tasty and healthier, but appreciate the 
imported chicken for its cheap price and 
because it is well packed and sold in parts.” 

“Domestic poultry sectors need strengthening, 
addressing various aspects of sector development 
proactively and with the appropriate technical 
assistance and investment partners”

the buy in for the protein 
transition needs to come 
from all actors



II. The role of actors (continued)

Lessons learnt

● Inclusiveness requires explicit approaches to empower e.g. youth or women e.g. horticulture sector
● Work with actors on the ground, to know their leadership and power dynamics processes
● Stakeholder ownership also in planning phase
● Innovators in the sector can boost the transition e.g. insect sector 

● Governments can shape the system via regulation and drive value creation
● Foundations and non-profit investors can encourage transformation
● Communication between stakeholders (remains) essential
● Multistakeholder action essential



III. Action planning and programming
- After the FS analysis, choices will need to be made, and a focused intervention(s) 

pathway(s) is/are needed. e.g EKN Nigeria and Bangladesh: FSA a useful perspective

- Activities that address a particular FS challenge can vary, and allow different 

approaches and tools to be used. 

- When operating at the level of Food systems, implementing organizations will 

need to remain flexible and adaptive towards the impact created, and towards the 

challenges which arise throughout the process.  e.g. sesame sector

Important:

- A combination of interventions is often considered to be the most effective. 

- Still, it is important to address the risk of dilution, a possible result of stacking ambitions. 

Courage is needed to choose for leverage.

- Keep an eye on the connection between global commodity chains and local food 

systems.e.g. coffee traders delivering on local systems’ environmental resilience

The food systems 
approach is not about 
doing everything at the 
same time!



IV. Monitoring and evaluating Food Systems

● Strong adaptive capacity needed to work with the dynamics of food system transformation

● Programmes need more flexibility to implement an agreed vision, including the flexibility to 

intervene at different levels, to use budget categories (more) flexibly. 

● Funding partners or donors should reconsider the rigidity of baseline, tendering, inception

● Reserve budget for flexible collaboration with local stakeholders. 

● Coordination was visible as a result of a bottom-up approach used e.g. in sesame 

● Within the complexity of the food system: stay focused. 


